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INTRODUCTION
Here are three key points to understand as you read through your Estimated Business
Valuation:
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This report provides a range of price options - it does not name a price for you.
This estimated business valuation report is a tool designed to provide context for you.
The values presented here are not a hard and fast rule that you must follow, but rather
a range within which we suggest you select an asking price. Ultimately, your business is
worth what a buyer is willing to pay for it. This report can help illustrate the story you’ll
tell to potential buyers about what makes your company unique and valuable.

1.

The estimated value is based on established mathematical models.
Estimating the value of a business is a complex proposition, and there are several ways
to go about it. A physical site visit from an accredited professional appraiser is a great
option, but can cost in the thousands. Using an industry multiplier against a financial
factor like revenue is popular as a baseline, though the calculation is often overly
simplistic. The third option, which we employ here, is a selection of complex, established
mathematical models that have been used to estimate business values for decades.

2.

The calculations are based on the financial information you have provided.
Because many of these value models deal with the value of future cash, there are
assumptions inherent in these formulas – and that is why the end result is an estimate.
The calculations themselves are only as good as the financial information they're based
upon, and are intended to provide you with an educated reference point, not an official
appraisal.

3.

Estimated Business Valuation Methods
The three widely accepted methods to valuing a business are Income, Asset and Market,
with multiple calculation approaches within each. They each take a different approach to
determining the value of the business, which is why we use five approaches instead of just
one or two. Read on through this report to gain a better understanding of these five
approaches, how they're calculated and the Weighted Estimated Value that pulls them all
together:

Asset Approach
Discounted Cash Flow Method
Capitalization of Earnings Method

Market Approach
SDE Multiple Approach
Weighted Estimated Value
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ESTIMATED BUSINESS VALUATION: SUMMARY
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$818,734
The weighted value is is a mix of the below
five methods, calculated with a weighted
valuation formula. Learn more on page 7.

WEIGHTED ESTIMATED VALUE

$166,039
The Asset approach estimates price
based on the value of the business's
assets minus liabilities. Learn more on
page 3.

ASSET APPROACH
$837,643

DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW
The Discounted Cash Flow method is
based on the future value of today's
money, applied with the discounted
rate. Learn more on page 4.

$779,464
The Market approach uses the recent
sale prices of comparable businesses
to estimate value. Learn more on
page 6.

MARKET APPROACH

$913,780
SDE MULTIPLE

The SDE method calculates the
business's potential value
ceiling. Learn more on page 6.

$769,756
CAPITALIZATION OF EARNINGS

The Capitalization of Earnings method is
based on the future value of today's
money, applied with the capitalization
rate. Learn more on page 5. 
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ASSET APPROACH
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$166,039

The Asset Approach estimates the worth of the business based on the value of the business's
assets. Specifically, this approach uses the balance sheet to calculate the value of assets
minus the value of liabilities. In some cases, a negative amount of assets will affect this
approach and the business appears to have a negative value. Because a business cannot have
a negative value, we instead set the value at zero. Your estimated business value based on the
Asset Approach is:

Total Assets & Liabilities
This method does not include intangible
assets like cash, accounts receivable and
accounts payable. In an asset sale the
seller keeps these, and the buyer gets a
business full of inventory and supplies
without taking on any of the business's
debt. The buyer then creates a new legal
entity under which to operate the
business, while the seller retains the
original entity.

Intangible assets, which are not included
in this estimate approach, can include
technology, vendor relationships and
goodwill. This is important to keep in
mind if these intangibles represent a
large portion of your business, as that
affects the significance of this value
estimate.

About the Asset Approach

The Asset Approach is commonly used when the business is an early-stage start-up or the
assets make up a significant portion of the company's value. 

When to Use the Asset Approach
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DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW METHOD
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$837,643

The Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) method is an income-based method that attempts to
calculate the future money your company will make and translate that into today's dollars. In
other words, this method assumes your company's current worth is equal to the net present
value of its future cash. Your estimated business value based on the DCF method is:

Detailed Cash Flow Forecast

In order to do this, your 3-year forecast is
used to estimate your business’s future
expected cash flow and EBITDA over that
same period. EBITDA (pronounced “ee-bid-
uh”) is a rule-of-thumb indicator of financial
performance, calculated by adding non-cash
expenses of depreciation and amortization
back to the company’s operating income. The
terminal value is then calculated, which gives a
reasonable dollar amount that can be
ascribed to the future value of your business's
cash flow past the three-year forecast. 

About the Discounted Cash Flow Method

The DCF method is commonly used when the user is reasonably confident in the company's
future forecasts, as this method relies heavily on those assumed numbers. 

When to Use the Discounted Cash Flow Method

With the terminal value identified, it's time
to figure out what that forecasted money
would be worth today. This is accomplished
by applying a discount rate to the
forecasted cash flow and terminal value.
The discount rate is pulled from a section of
the standard Ibbotson Build-Up Method,
created in 1977 and still widely used today.
The discount rate’s purpose is to level out
the future value of money with today’s
value, so that the business can be valued in
today’s dollars. 
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CAPITALIZATION OF EARNINGS METHOD
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$769,756

The Capitalization of Earnings (COE) method is an income-based method that attempts to
calculate the value of a business by looking at current cash flow, annual rate of return, and
expected performance of the business/industry. The COE method helps buyers understand
the potential risks and return of purchasing this company as it is heavily based upon recent
financial performance. The estimated business value based on the COE method is:

Ibbotson Build-Up Method

COE is calculated by dividing the
business’s expected pre-tax income by
the capitalization rate. The capitalization
rate is identified by subtracting the
estimated future growth of the business
from the discount rate. Both the discount
and capitalization rates are pulled from
the Ibbotson Build-Up Method 
(though this discount rate is different
from that in the DCF method).

The discount rate’s purpose is to
measure the amount of risk an investor
(buyer) takes on when investing in your
business – essentially, it finds the rate of
return required to make this investment
worth it to the buyer.

About the Capitalization of 
Earnings Method

The Capitalization of Earnings method is most commonly used when the business has been
operating for 3 years or more, which improves the accuracy of the economic benefit.

When to Use the Capitalization of Earnings Method
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MARKET APPROACH
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$779,464

The Market Approach is a user-friendly, intuitive pricing method. On the most basic level, this
approach assumes that similar businesses are worth a similar amount. In order to adjust the
value estimate for variables such as size and quantity, a multiplier is applied to a specific value
factor. The value factor can be a variety of numbers, but a common choice - and the one used
here - is projected seller's discretionary earnings for the upcoming year. Your business value
estimate based on the market approach is:

Market Comparison

In order to estimate value with this approach, projected seller's discretionary earnings is
multiplied by an industry average multiplier. The market multiplier is calculated based on the
financial data of a selection of similar businesses, chosen based on earnings, revenue and
industry, with which to compare your business. The multiplier for your industry, Animal
Specialty Services, is 0.55.

About the Market Approach

The Market Approach is commonly used as a "gut check" price estimate, especially when the
specific business is in an industry with many comparable businesses.

When to Use the Market Approach
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SDE MULTIPLE APPROACH
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$913,780

The SDE Multiple approach aims to provide the maximum value of a business. It is often used
by franchisors and other business services providers as a general, rule-of-thumb valuation
number. The resulting number can be considered the business's value ceiling (In some cases,
this number will be lower than that of other methods - particularly for businesses with higher
assets and lower earnings.) Your estimated business value based on the SDE Multiple
approach is:

This approach simply multiplies the business's SDE (seller's discretionary earnings) by a
multiple to determine the high end of the business's value. SDE is used here because it is a
widely-accepted indicator of financial performance. The multiple is calculated from a range of
0 to 4 based on the life cycle stage and revenue volatility of the industry.

About the SDE Multiple Approach

The SDE Multiple approach can typically be used as a "quick" business valuation indicator
When to Use the SDE Multiple Approach
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WEIGHTED ESTIMATED VALUE
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$818,734

Each of the five valuation methods has advantages and disadvantages, with certain aspects of
the business given more focus than others depending on the calculation method. Your
estimated business value based on the weighted estimate is:

This weighted formula takes into account the five value methods, balancing the different
elements to provide a weighted average of your estimated business values. This precludes the
need to choose just one of the five estimates to focus on, and instead aims to pull the best of
each method into a single number.

About the Weighted Estimated Value

This estimated value can be used to find a balance between each of the five standard method
price estimates provided in this report.

When to Use the Weighted Estimated Value

Asset Approach:

Capitalization of Earnings Method:

Discounted Cash Flow Method:

Market Approach:

SDE Multiple Approach:

Weighted Estimated Value:

$166,039

$769,756

$837,643

$779,464

$913,780

$818,734
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BUSINESS KPIs
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Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are an excellent way to keep track of the health of your
business. You can also use these numbers to benchmark your company against similar
businesses. Based on the information you’ve provided, we’ve calculated six relevant KPIs for
your business:

130%
ROE measures a company's profitability
by expressing the percentage of profit
generated by the money invested.

ROE = Net Income / Shareholders' Equity

RETURN ON EQUITY
46%

D/E shows the amount of debt a company
has in comparison to the value of a
shareholder's equity.

D/E = Total Liabilities / Shareholder's Equity

DEBT TO EQUITY RATIO

227%
C/D measures the ratio of cash flow to
debt and is often used to show the rate at
which a company can pay back debt.

C/D = Cash Flow / Total Debt

CASH FLOW TO DEBT RATIO
15%

NPM shoes how efficiently a company
generates profit as compared to revenue,
often expressed as a percentage.

NPM = Pre-Tax Net Income / Revenue

NET PROFIT MARGIN

18.5%
D/I calculates reoccurring monthly debt
compared to gross monthly income to
show another measure of risk. 

D/I = Total Debt / Gross Income

TOTAL DEBT TO INCOME RATIO
$69,814

WC calculates the assets available to
meet immediately financial goals or
obligations, reflecting liquidity.

C/D = Current Assets - Current Liabilities

WORKING CAPITAL
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KEY ASSUMPTIONS
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By definition, estimated business valuation methods are based on a variety of assumptions.
These assumptions are made by both the current business owner (you), in order to forecast
future cash flow, and by the formulas, as part of the calculations for each approach. It is
because of these assumptions that this business valuation is an estimate, not a rule. 

Below are the main assumptions made about your business in order to estimate it's value:

The SIC code you provided in your business valuation survey is used to select similar
companies with which to compare yours in the Market Approach. The industry you selected is
Animal Specialty Services.

Industry

The market multiple is based on industry and the financial data of a selection of businesses
similar to yours and used in the Market Approach. The market multiple used here is .55.

Market Multiple

The SDE multiple falls in a range of 0 to 4, and is based on the life cycle stage and revenue
volatility of the industry. The SDE industry multiple used here is 4 because the industry is in a
life cycle stage of Growth and has revenue volatility of Low.

SDE Multiple

Your financial forecast plays a large role in the calculation of each method, and therefore
greatly affects the outcome of each price estimate.

Financial Forecast

The discount rate is used to translate the value of future cash flow, as estimated by your
financial forecast, into present day value. These rates are pulled from the Ibbotson Build-Up
Method. The discount rate used in the Discounted Cash Flow method is 18.33%; the
Capitalization of Earnings discount rate is 27.99%. 

Discount Rate

The growth rate is calculated based on your financial forecast of 7%, and impacts future
revenues and cash flow in the Discounted Cash Flow method.

Growth Rate
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INPUT INDEX
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Below are the income, asset and liabilities numbers you provided in your business valuation
survey. Each of the above estimated values have been calculated based on this information.


